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Abstract The hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set (HFLTS)

has gained great success as it can be used to represent

several linguistic terms or comparative linguistic expres-

sions together with some context-free grammars. This new

approach has enabled the analysis and computing of lin-

guistic expressions with uncertainties and opened the door

for the possibility to develop more comprehensive and

powerful decision theories and methods based on linguistic

knowledge. Lots of new approaches and proposals for

decision-making problems have been proposed to over-

come the limitations of previous linguistic decision-making

approaches. Now and in the future, decision-making

methodologies and algorithms with hesitant fuzzy linguis-

tic models would be a quite promising research line rep-

resenting a high-quality breakthrough in this topic. To

facilitate the study on HFLTS theory, this paper makes a

state-of-the-art survey on HFLTSs based on the 134

selected papers from Web of Sciences published from

January 2012 to October 2017. We justify the motivation,

definitions, operations, comparison methods and measures

of HFLTSs. We also summarize the different extensions of

HFLTSs. The studies on multiple criteria decision making

(MCDM) with HFLTSs in terms of aggregation operators

and MCDM methods are clearly reviewed. We also con-

duce some overviews on decision making with hesitant

fuzzy linguistic preference relations. The applications,

research challenges and future directions are also given.

Keywords Hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set � Multiple

criteria decision making � Qualitative decision making �
Hesitant fuzzy linguistic preference relation � Linguistic
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1 Introduction

Even though it has been investigated for several decades,

the decision-making process still faces many challenges as

it may involve multiple alternatives (sometimes may be

with huge amount), multiple objectives/criteria (sometimes

may be conflicting) and multiple experts (sometimes may

be out of mutual agreement). Even though scholars have

proposed different methodologies for different circum-

stances of decision-making analyses, the most fundamental

yet essential step is to represent information appropriately

and objectively, especially in those ill-structured decision-

making problems involving uncertainty, vagueness and

incomplete information that cannot be identified by prob-

abilistic models [4]. To formally formulate the uncertainty

of linguistic descriptors in decision making, Zadeh [137]

proposed the fuzzy linguistic model, which uses the lin-

guistic variables, whose values are not numbers but words

or sentences in a natural or artificial language, to represent

the qualitative opinions of a person. In spite of being less

precise than a number, the linguistic variables enhance the

feasibility, flexibility and reliability of decision models and

provide many useful applications in different fields [57].

The progress of analyzing linguistic variables has led to an

active research area today named computing with words

(CWW) [66]: CWW is a methodology for reasoning,
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computing and making decisions using information repre-

sented in natural language.

Different CWW models have been developed to tackle

the linguistic qualitative decision-making problems with

classical fuzzy linguistic variables [82], which mainly

include the linguistic computing model based on mem-

bership functions [137], the symbolic linguistic computing

model [127], the virtual linguistic computation model

[123], the 2-tuple linguistic model [28], the linguistic

model based on granular computing [5, 76], the personal-

ized individual semantics in CWW [38] and the linguistic

computational model based on discrete fuzzy numbers

[64]. However, these models just use single and simple

linguistic term to represent the value of a linguistic vari-

able, and thus cannot represent the complex knowledge

uncertainties or hesitations which are often found in the

experts’ assessments. For example, when evaluating a

research proposal, an expert may say ‘‘it is between good

and excellent’’ as he is uncertain or hesitant about his

opinions. Furthermore, in group decision-making (GDM)

problems, even each expert has no hesitation in his/her

opinions, the group’s assessments could be uncertain and

hesitant if there are different opinions among the group. In

addition, the CWW process with the above models may

loss information as the information representation models

are discrete in a continuous domain [82].

To overcome the inability of traditional CWW models

in handling such uncertainties with complex linguistic

expressions, Rodrı́guez et al. [83] developed a new

approach by proposing the hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set

(HFLTS) and the context-free grammars. Furthermore, to

make it much easier to understand, Liao et al. [51] gave a

mathematical definition of the HFLTS and introduced the

hesitant fuzzy linguistic element (HFLE) to represent the

hesitant fuzzy linguistic value of a linguistic variable. With

the use of the HFLEs, the experts can provide their

(uncertain) assessments by means of several linguistic

terms or comparative linguistic expressions. The HFLTS

increases the flexibility and capability of the elicitation of

linguistic information by means of complex linguistic

expressions. Therefore, it has attracted more and more

scholars’ attention and many fruitful achievements have

been obtained (see Table 1). Table 1 classifies the papers

related to HFLTSs into different categories. Note that the

‘‘Aggregation operators’’ category belongs to the ‘‘multiple

criteria decision-making (MCDM)’’ category.

The aim of this paper is to make an overview on the

state of the art of the researches on hesitant fuzzy linguistic

theory during the period from January 2012 to October

2017. We select 134 journal papers from the well-known

database, Web of Sciences, based on the systematic and

structured method inspired by the guidelines of Webster

and Watson [105] and Kitchenham [35], and the query we

used for retrieving the papers is ‘‘hesitant fuzzy linguistic

*’’ (see Fig. 1). The motivation, definitions and operations

of HFLTSs are clearly summarized. As the comparison

methods between HFLEs are essential for many decision-

making methods, we make a detailed review on different

comparison schemes. We also summarize the measures of

HFLTSs. Over the past five years, many scholars have

introduced different extensions of HFLTSs. We list all of

these extensions. As MCDM is a very prevalent research

topic, we make a survey on MCDM with HFLTSs in terms

of aggregation operators and MCDM methods. We also

conduct an overview on decision making with hesitant

fuzzy linguistic preference relations (HFLPRs). The

applications, research challenges and future directions are

also given.

Table 1 Classification of the

HFLTS papers
Topics Papers

MCDM [7, 8, 30, 47, 49, 52, 55, 68, 100, 108, 109, 134], [31, 40, 67, 70, 80, 97, 107, 113,

120, 132, 136], [19, 26, 27, 53, 56, 62, 69, 77, 88, 141, 150], [16, 18, 25, 43, 59,

61, 89, 102, 112, 119, 138], [3, 11, 23, 34, 78, 95, 98, 104, 111, 130, 154], [10,

21, 75, 79, 91, 96, 117, 121, 133, 135, 143], [17, 32, 63, 114, 131, 149]

Aggregation

operators

[33, 37, 39, 52, 58, 93, 128, 129, 136, 146], [27, 31, 53, 62, 67, 69, 77, 107,

113, 132, 150], [26, 59, 75, 95, 98, 104, 111, 112, 119, 143, 154],

[10, 32, 63, 114, 131, 133, 135, 149]

GDM [84], [8, 13, 37, 43, 61, 72, 93, 107, 109, 110, 119],

[3, 17, 21, 75, 78, 98, 117, 118, 121]

HFLPR [54, 84, 91, 94, 118, 147, 153]

Clustering [20]
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next

section makes an overview on the HFLTSs, including the

motivation, definitions, operations, comparison schemes

and measures. Section 3 summarizes the different exten-

sions of HFLTSs. Section 4 overviews the MCDM meth-

ods with HFLTSs. Section 5 discusses the HFLPR theory.

Section 6 illustrates the applications of HFLTSs in differ-

ent areas. Section 7 points out the current challenges and

future research directions over HFLTSs. The paper ends

with some concluding remarks in Sect. 8.

2 Hesitant Fuzzy Linguistic Term Set: Motivation,
Definitions, Operations, Comparisons
and Measures

In this section, we first clarify the motivation and defini-

tions of HFLTS and then introduce the operations and

comparison methods over HFLTSs. As the basis of some

decision-making methods, we also review the distinct

measures of HFLTSs.

2.1 Motivation

Experts always use linguistic term, such as ‘‘medium,’’

‘‘high’’ or ‘‘a little high,’’ to represent the value of a lin-

guistic variable and thus the fuzzy linguistic approach can

be used to express and then compute over these single

linguistic terms. For example, Xu [124] introduced a sub-

script-symmetric linguistic term set (LTS), shown as

S ¼ fstjt ¼ � s; . . .; 0; � � �; sg

where the middle term represents an assessment of ‘‘in-

difference.’’ To facilitate the calculation process over the

linguistic terms, the discrete LTS was further broadened to

the continuous LTS �S ¼ fstjt 2 ½� q; q�g, where qðq[ sÞ
is a sufficiently large positive integer. This continuous LTS

is known as virtual LTS [124] and only used in the

calculation process. The virtual linguistic computation

model is equivalent to the 2-tuple linguistic model [28] (for

more discussion about these two models, please refer to

[122]).

However, the traditional fuzzy linguistic approach can-

not express complicated linguistic expressions, such as

‘‘between medium and high,’’ ‘‘at least a little high,’’ etc.

Torra [90] introduced the concept of hesitant fuzzy set

(HFS) which uses a set of possible values to define the

membership degree of an object to a given set. In analo-

gous to the situations that are managed by HFSs in quan-

titative cases, if an individual hesitates among several

values for a linguistic variable, it is adequate to introduce

the HFLTS. The recent overview [81] and position paper

[85] provided a snapshot on the HFSs, their applications

and debates.

2.2 Definitions

Rodrı́guez et al. [83] introduced the concept of HFLTS,

which can be used to elicit several linguistic terms or lin-

guistic expressions for a linguistic variable.

Definition 2.1 [83] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; ssg be a LTS. A

HFLTS, HS, is an ordered finite subset of the consecutive

linguistic terms of S.

Later, Liao et al. [51] redefined and formalized the

HFLTS mathematically as follows, which is much easier to

be understood.

Definition 2.2 [51] Let x 2 X be fixed and S ¼ fstjt ¼
� s; . . .; 0; . . .; sg be a LTS. A HFLTS on X, HS, is in

mathematical form of

HS ¼ f\x; hSðxÞ[ jx 2 Xg ð2:1Þ

where hSðxÞ is a set of some values in S and can be

expressed as:

hSðxÞ ¼ fs/l
ðxÞjs/l

ðxÞ 2 S; l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; LðxÞ;
/l 2 f� s; . . .;�1; 0; 1; . . .; sgg

ð2:2Þ

with L(x) being the number of linguistic terms in hSðxÞ and
s/l

ðxÞ (l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; LðxÞ) in each hSðxÞ being the continu-

ous terms in S. hSðxÞ denotes the possible degrees of the

linguistic variable x to S. For convenience, hSðxÞ is called
the hesitant fuzzy linguistic element (HFLE) and HS being

the set of all HFLEs.

Remark 2.1 Note that the LTS in Definition 2.1 is uni-

form, while the LTS in Definition 2.2 is subscript-sym-

metric. There are some other forms of labels on

S ([14, 152]). This paper does not pay much attention on

the distributions of S.

Fig. 1 Papers related to HFLTSs in Web of Sciences
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Remark 2.2 Note that in Definition 2.2, the linguistic

terms are chosen in discrete form from S and the subscripts

of s/l
ðxÞ, /l, belong to f� s; . . .;�1; 0; 1; . . .; sg. In order

not to lose much information, we can extend it to contin-

uous form, i.e., /l 2 ½� s; s�, for the facility of calculation

[49]. Of course, we can also extend it to 2-tuple form to

avoid information loss of HFLTSs [107].

Definition 2.3 [107] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; ssg be a LTS and

ðsl; alÞ be a 2-tuple on S, al 2 ½0; 0:5Þ, l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; L. If

ðsl; alÞ\ðsk; akÞ for l\k, then TS ¼ fðsl; alÞjsl 2 S; l ¼
1; 2; . . .; Lg is a hesitant 2-tuple linguistic term set

(H2TLTS) on S.

Remark 2.3 It is noted that, in Remark 2.2, we have

extended the LTS associated to the HFLTS to the contin-

uous form, i.e., s/l
2 ½s� s; ss�. Also note that the 2-tuple

LTS is equivalent to the virtual LTS. Thus, the H2TLTS is

actually equivalent to the HFLTS under the condition that

the given LTS is in continuous form.

As the HFLTS is not similar to the human way of

thinking and reasoning, the context-free grammar was

proposed to generate simple but elaborated linguistic

expressions that are much closer to the human expressions

and can be easily represented by means of HFLTSs. The

grammar GH is a 4-tuple ðVN ;VT ; I;PÞ where VN is a set of

nonterminal symbols, VT is a set of terminal symbols, I is

the starting symbol, and P is a set of production rules.

Definition 2.4 [83] Let S be a LTS, and GH be a context-

free grammar. The element of GH ¼ ðVN ;VT ; I;P) are

defined as follows:

– VN ¼ f\primary term[ ;\composite term[ ;

\unary relation[\binary relation[ ;;

\conjunction[ g;
– VT ¼ flower than; greater than; at least; at most;

between; and; s� s; . . .; s�1; s0; s1; . . .; ssg;
– I 2 VN ;

– P ¼ fI :: ¼ \primary term[ j\composite term[ ;

\composite term[ :: ¼ \unary relation[
\primary term[ j\binary relation[
\conjunction[\primary term[ ;

\primary term[ :: ¼ s� sj � � � js�1js0js1j � � � jss;
\unary relation[ :: ¼ lower than j greater than;
\binary relation[ :: ¼ between;

\conjunction[ :: ¼ andg

Remark 2.4 The brackets in Definition 2.4 enclose optional

elements and the symbol ‘‘|’’ indicates alternative elements.

Definition 2.5 [83] Given S being a LTS and Sll being the

expression domain generated by GH , let EGH
: Sll ! HS be

a function that transforms the linguistic expressions Sll to

the HFLTS HS. The linguistic expression ll 2 Sll is con-

verted into the HFLE by means of the following

transformations:

– EGH
ðstÞ ¼ fstjst 2 Sg;

– EGH
ðat most smÞ ¼ fstjst 2 S and st � smg;

– EGH
ðlower than smÞ ¼ fstjst 2 S and st\smg;

– EGH
ðat least smÞ ¼ fstjst 2 S and st � smg;

– EGH
ðgreat than smÞ ¼ fstjst 2 S and st [ smg;

– EGH
ðbetween sm and snÞ ¼ fstjst 2 S and sm � st � sng:

With the transformation function EGH
given in Defini-

tion 2.5, it is easy to transform the initial linguistic

expressions Sll to the HFLTS HS.

Remark 2.5 Some scholars also gave a graph represen-

tation of the linguistic expressions, which is another way to

justify the HFLTS and can demonstrate the linguistic

expressions intuitively. Please refer to Ref. [20] for details.

Example 2.1 Consider that a customer wants to buy a

house and he evaluates the alternatives in terms of two

criteria, i.e., x1 (potential cost) and x2 (comfort). Since the

two criteria are qualitative, the customer gives his evalu-

ation values in linguistic expressions. Different criteria are

associated with different LTSs and different semantics. The

LTSs for these two criteria are: S1 ¼ fs�3 ¼ very expensive;

s�2 ¼ expensive; s�1 ¼ a little expensive; s0 ¼ medium;

s1 ¼ a little cheap; s2 ¼ cheap; s3 ¼ very cheapg; S2 ¼ fs�3

¼ none; s�2 ¼ very uncomfortable; s�1 ¼ uncomfortable;

s0 ¼ medium; s1 ¼ comfortable; s2 ¼ very comfortable; s3 ¼
perfectg;, respectively. With these LTSs and also the context-

free grammar, the customer provides his evaluation values in

linguistic expressions for a candidate house as: ll1 ¼ between

cheap and very cheap, ll2 ¼at least comfortable. Using the

transformation function EGH
, a HFLTS is obtained as HðxÞ ¼

f\x1; hS1ðx1Þ;\x2; hS2ðx2Þg with hS1ðx1Þ ¼ fs2; s3js2; s3 2
S1g and hS2ðx2Þ ¼ fs1; s2; s3js1; s2; s3 2 S2g being two

HFLEs.

Remark 2.6 Riera et al. [80] showed that the HFLTS can

be interpreted as special cases of the linguistic computa-

tional model based on discrete fuzzy numbers [64] and the

decision-making results would coincide the case where

adequate aggregation functions and exploitation methods

are employed.

There are some special HFLEs, such as [83]:

1. Empty HFLE: hS ¼ fg;
2. Full HFLE: hS ¼ S.
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2.3 Operations

Rodrı́guez et al. [83] introduced the following operations

for HFLEs.

Definition 2.6 [83] Let hS, h
1
S, h

2
S be three HFLEs. Then

1. Upper bound: hþS ¼ maxðsiÞ ¼ sj, si 2 hS and si � sj,

8i;
2. Lower bound: h�S ¼ minðsiÞ ¼ sj, si 2 hS and si � sj,

8i;
3. Complement: hcS ¼ S� hS ¼ fsijsi 2 S, si 2 hSg;
4. Union: h1S [ h2S ¼ fsijsi 2 h1S or si 2 h2Sg;
5. Intersection: h1S \ h2S ¼ fsijsi 2 h1S and si 2 h2Sg.

Wei et al. [109] further introduced the following oper-

ations for HFLEs:

Definition 2.7 [109] Let S ¼ fstjt ¼ � s; . . .; 0; � � � ; sg be

a LTS and hS, h
1
S, h

2
S be three HFLEs on S. Then

1. Negation: �hS ¼ fs2sþ1�iji 2 IðhSÞg;
2. Max-union: h1S _ h2S ¼ fmaxfsi; sjgjsi 2 h1S; sj 2 h2Sg;
3. Min-intersection: h1S ^ h2S ¼ fminfsi; sjgjsi 2 h1S; sj 2

h2Sg.
where IðhSÞ is the set of subscripts of hS.

Considering that different HFLEs usually have different

numbers of linguistic terms, to operate correctly, we can

extend the shorter HFLE to make it have the same length as

the larger one by adding some linguistic terms. Suppose

that the linguistic terms in each HFLE are arranged in

ascending order. The shorter HFLE hS can be extended by

adding the linguistic term �s ¼ 1
2
ðhþS � h�S Þ where hþS and

h�S are the upper bound and the lower bound of the HFLE

hS, respectively. For more information about the extension

rule, please refer to Ref. [49].

Definition 2.8 [153] Let S be a LTS, and h1S ¼ fs1/l
js1/l

2
S; l ¼ 1; 2; . . .;Lg and h2S ¼ fs2/l

js2/l
2 S; l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; Lg be

two HFLEs on S. Then

1. h1S � h2S ¼ [s1/l
2h1

S
;s2/l

2h2
S
fs1/l

� s2/l
g;

2. h1S � h2S ¼ [s1/ lð Þ
2h1

S
;s2/ lð Þ

2h2
S
fs1/ lð Þ

� s2/ lð Þ
g,

where s1/ lð Þ
and s2/ lð Þ

are the lth linguistic terms in h1S and h2S,

respectively.

Remark 2.7 The difference between the operation laws in

Definition 2.8 is the ordered positions of the operated lin-

guistic terms. By (1), the number of linguistic terms would

be increased exponentially, while by (2), the number of

linguistic terms is always the same. This property is the

same as the operations of hesitant fuzzy elements [48].

Normally, (2) is much more popular in calculation, espe-

cially in the calculation over HFLPRs.

To extend the operations on HFSs to those on HFLTSs,

Gou et al. [23] introduced the equivalent transformation

functions between the HFLE and its associate HFE.

Definition 2.9 [23] Let S ¼ fstjt ¼ � s; . . .; 0; � � � ; sg be

a LTS, hS ¼ fs/l
js/l

2 S; l ¼ 1; 2; . . .;L;/l 2 ½� s; s�g be a

HFLE with L(9) being the number of linguistic terms in

hS, and hr ¼ frljrl 2 ½0; 1�; l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; Lg be a HFE.

Then, the subscript /l and the membership degree rl can be
transformed to each other by the functions g and g�1 given

as:

g : ½� s; s� ! ½0; 1�;gð/lÞ ¼
/l þ s
2s

¼ rl ð2:3Þ

g�1 : ½0; 1� ! ½� s; s�;g�1ðrlÞ ¼ ð2rl � 1Þs ¼ /l ð2:4Þ

Based on Definition 2.9, the HFLE hS and the HFE hr
can be transformed to each other:

G : HS ! H;GðhSÞ ¼ G fs/l
js/l

2 S;
�

l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; L;/l 2 ½� s; s�gÞ ¼ frljrl ¼ gð/lÞg ¼ hr

ð2:5Þ

G�1 : H ! HS;G
�1 hrð Þ ¼ G�1 frljrl 2 ½0; 1�;ð

l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; LgÞ ¼ fs/l
j/l ¼ g�1ðrlÞg ¼ hS

ð2:6Þ

With the aid of the above transformation functions, the

operations on HFSs can be extended to HFLTSs. For

details, please refer to Refs. [23, 24].

Remark 2.8 Although we can do the transformation of

linguistic terms into real numbers mathematically via the

functions in Definition 2.9, some useful information may

be lost as the derived numerical values do not reflect the

original properties of vague evaluations. More discussion

related to this topic is about the linguistic scale functions

[98].

2.4 Schemes to Compare HFLEs

How to rank the HFLEs is the foundation of many deci-

sion-making methods with HFLTSs. Thus, it is very

important to determine a reasonable and convincing com-

parison scheme for HFLEs. Many scholars have introduced

quite a lot of methods to compare any two HFLEs. This

subsection gives a detailed overview on these distinct

comparison schemes.

Definition 2.10 [83] Given a HFLE hS, its envelope,

envðhSÞ, is defined as

envðhSÞ ¼ ½h�S ; hþS � ð2:7Þ
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Remark 2.9 The envelop of the HFLE hS, envðhSÞ, is

actually an interval-valued linguistic term [124]. Given that

the linguistic interval may lose the initial fuzzy represen-

tation, Liu and Rodrı́guez [55] introduced a new repre-

sentation of fuzzy envelope of the HFLE, which is in the

form of trapezoidal fuzzy set (for details, please refer to

Ref. [55]).

Scheme 2.1 [83] The comparison between h1S and h2S
based on the envelop of HFLE is defined as:

1. h1S [ h2S iff envðh1SÞ[ envðh2SÞ;
2. h1S ¼ h2S iff envðh1SÞ ¼ envðh2SÞ.
where the comparison between the envelopes can be con-

ducted by the possibility formula between intervals, which

is

pðenvðh1SÞ[ envðh2SÞÞ ¼
maxð0;h1þ

S
�h2�

S
Þ�maxð0;h1�

S
�h2þ

S
Þ

ðh1þ
S

�h1�
S

Þþ ðh2þ
S

�h2�
S

Þ ð2:8Þ

Scheme 2.1 is quite easy, but it has a significant defect

that it cannot distinguish two HFLEs which have different

envelopes but common linguistic terms.

Liao et al. [50] introduced the score function and the

variance function of the HFLEs.

Definition 2.11 [50] For a HFLE hS ¼ fs/l
js/l

2 S; l ¼
1; 2; � � �; Lg,

11ðhSÞ ¼
1

L

XL

l¼1

s/l
¼ s1

L

PL

l¼1
/l

ð2:9Þ

is called the score function of hS.

Remark 2.10 We should note that Zhang and Wu [146]

defined the score function of a HFLE as:

12ðhSÞ ¼
1

L

XL

l¼1

/l

2s

� �
ð2:10Þ

Definition 2.12 [50] For a HFLE

hS ¼ fs/l
js/l

2 S; l ¼ 1; 2; � � �; Lg,

rðhSÞ ¼
1

L

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XL

l;k¼1

ðs/l
� s/k

Þ2
vuut ¼ s

1
L

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPL

l;k¼1
ð/l�/kÞ2

q ð2:11Þ

is called the variance function of hS.

Scheme 2.2 [50] The comparison between h1S and h2S
based on the score function and the variance function of

the HFLE is defined as:

1. if 1ðh1SÞ[ 1ðh2SÞ, then h1S [ h2S;

2. if 1ðh1SÞ ¼ 1ðh2SÞ, then

(a) if rðh1SÞ\rðh2SÞ, then h1S [ h2S;

(b) if rðh1SÞ ¼ rðh2SÞ, then h1S ¼ h2S.

Schemes 2.1 and 2.2 have some drawbacks as they are

unreasonable to distinguish the HFLEs which have com-

mon element(s) [109]. For example, for two HFLEs h1S ¼
fs3; s4g and h2S ¼ fs4; s5g, h2S is absolutely greater than h1S
according to Schemes 2.1 and 2.2. However, s4 is the

possible term of a linguistic variable both for h1S and h2S;

thus, it is not convincing to say that h2S is absolutely greater

than h1S. For this reason, Wei et al. [109] proposed a

comparison method for HFLEs based on the probability

theory.

Definition 2.13 [109] Let h1S and h2S be two HFLEs on S

and extend the HFLEs to h1�S and h2�S , respectively, by

adding any linguistic terms in them to make them have

equal length. Let jh�S 1;2ð Þj be the number of common terms

in h1S and h2S, and let jhh1�
S
[ h2�

S
j be the number of terms in

h1�S that are larger than the corresponding terms in h2�S .

Then, the possibility degree of h1S being not less than h2S is

defined as:

p h1S � h2S
� �

¼
0:5jh�S 1;2ð Þj þ jhh1�

S
[ h2�

S
j

jh1�S j
ð2:12Þ

where jh1�S j is the cardinal number of h1�S .

Scheme 2.3 [109] If p h1S � h2S
� �

[ p h2S � h1S
� �

, then h1S is

superior to h2S with the degree of p h1S � h2S
� �

. If

p h1S � h2S
� �

¼ 1, then h1S is absolutely superior to h2S. If

p h1S � h2S
� �

¼ 0:5, then h1S is indifferent to h2S.

Remark 2.11 It should be noted that some scholars also

proposed other possibility degree formulas. For other,

please refer to Refs. [19, 88].

After observing that Scheme 2.3 cannot distinguish the

HFLEs whose average values are the same, Wei et al. [108]

then introduced a new score function of HFLE, which takes

into account the average linguistic term and the hesitant

degree.

Definition 2.14 [108] Let S ¼ fs� s; . . .; s0; . . .; ssg be a

LTS. For a HFLE hS ¼ fs/l
js/l

2 S; l ¼ 1; 2; � � �; Lg, a

score function of hS is defined as:

13ðhSÞ ¼ �d�
1
L

PL
l¼1ðdl � �dÞ2

varðsÞ
ð2:13Þ

where �d¼ 1
L

PL
l¼1 dl and varðsÞ ¼

ð�s�sÞ2þ���þðs�1�sÞ2þðs�sÞ2
2sþ1

.

Scheme 2.4 [108] The comparison between h1S and h2S
based on the score function 13ðhSÞ is defined as:

1. if 13ðh1SÞ[ 13ðh2SÞ, then h1S [ h2S;

2. if 13ðh1SÞ ¼ 13ðh2SÞ, then h1S ¼ h2S.
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For two HFLEs h1S and h2S, Hesamian and Shams [29]

defined the preference degree Pd that h1S is ‘‘greater than’’

h2S as

Pd h1S � h2S
� �

¼
Dh1

S
;h2

S

Dh1
S
;h2

S
þ Dh2

S
;h1

S

ð2:14Þ

where Dh1
S
;h2

S
¼

P
si2h1S

jjcsi;h2S jj, and csi;h2S ¼ fsj 2
h2Sjsi � sjg with ||A|| being the cardinality of the set A.

Scheme 2.5 [29] The HFLEs h1S and h2S can be compared

that h1S [ Pd
h2S if Pd h1S � h2S

� �
� 0:5.

There is another comparison method which is based on

the pairwise distance matrix Dðh1S; h2SÞ between the differ-

ent linguistic terms in h1S and h2S. Dðh1S; h2SÞ is constructed

as:

Dðh1S; h2SÞ ¼ dðsi; sjÞ
� �

L1	L2
; si 2 h1S; sj 2 h2S ð2:15Þ

where dðsi; sjÞ ¼ i� j, and L1 and L2 are the numbers of

elements in h1S and h2S, respectively.

Scheme 2.6 [30] The HFLEs can be compared in anal-

ogous to Scheme 2.3 , but the preference degree is defined

as:

p h1S [ h2S
� �

¼
j
P

dij [ 0 dijj
ldij¼0 þ

P
jdijj

p h1S ¼ h2S
� �

¼
ldij¼0

ldij¼0 þ
P

jdijj

p h1S\h2S
� �

¼
j
P

dij\0 dijj
ldij¼0 þ

P
jdijj

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

ð2:16Þ

Remark 2.12 Scheme 2.6 does not require that the HFLEs

have equal length. It is observed that Dong et al. [14] also

proposed some similar possibility degree formulas as given

in Scheme 2.6.

Lee and Chen [37] introduced the concept of the 1-cut of

a HFLE, which is quite similar to the concept of the

envelope of a HFLE. The 1-cut of a HFLE is actually an

interval whose lower and upper bounds are the subscripts

of the envelope, respectively. Based on the 1-cut of each

HFLE and motivated by the possibility degree of intervals,

Lee and Chen [37] defined the likelihood-based compar-

ison relation pðh1S � h2SÞ between two HFLEs h1S and h2S as:

pðh1
S
� h2

S
Þ¼max 1�max

Iðh2þ
S

Þ�Iðh1�
S

Þ

ðIðh1þ
S

Þ�Iðh1�
S

ÞÞþðIðh2þ
S

Þ�Iðh2�
S

ÞÞ
;0

� �
;0

� �
ð2:17Þ

where IðhSÞ represents the subscripts of hS.

Scheme 2.7 [37] The HFLEs hiS (i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n) can be

ranked according to the descending order of the values of

pðhiS � SÞ, (i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n).

Remark 2.13 Since Scheme 2.7 is based on the intervals

corresponding to the HFLEs, it has the same defect as that

of Scheme 2.1, i.e., it cannot distinguish the HFLEs which

have common linguistic terms. In addition, both

Scheme 2.1 and Scheme 2.7 cannot be used the compare

the extended HFLEs which are composed of nonconsecu-

tive linguistic terms because, in this case, we cannot obtain

those intervals. Furthermore, for two HFLEs which have

the same mean but different deviations, such as h1S ¼
fs2; s3; s4g and h2S ¼ fs3g, by Scheme 2.7, these two

HFLEs would be taken as indifferent. It is of course

unconvincing.

To overcome these drawbacks, Tian et al. [89] intro-

duced a new formula to measure the likelihood preference

between two HFLEs h1S and h2S, which is defined as:

Lðh1S � h2SÞ ¼

0; h1þ
S

\h2�
S

1

L1L2

XL1

l1¼2

XL2

l2¼1

/l1

/l1
þ /l2

þ 1

2

0

B@

1

CA; h1�
S

� h2þ
S

; h2�
S

� h1þ
S

and h1�
S

¼h2�
S

¼s0

1

L1L2

XL1

l1¼1

XL2

l2¼1

/l1

/l1
þ /l2

; h1�
S

� h2þ
S

;h2�
S

� h1þ
S

and h1�
S

6¼s0 or h2�
S

6¼s0

1; h2þ
S

\h1�
S

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð2:18Þ

Scheme 2.8 [89] The HFLEs h1S and h2S are compared

that

1. If L h1S � h2S
� �

[ 0:5, then h1S [ h2S;

2. If L h1S � h2S
� �

\0:5, then h1S\h2S;

3. If L h1S � h2S
� �

¼ 0:5, then h1S ¼ h2S;

2.5 Measures of HFLTS

Information measures, such as the distance measures, the

similarity measures, the correlation measures and the

entropy measures, are used to identify the relationships

between different hesitant fuzzy linguistic variables. They

are the basis of many decision-making methods, and thus

are essential and significantly important in forming an

integral framework of hesitant fuzzy linguistic decision-

making theory. Many fruitful achievements have been

obtained since 2012. This subsection mainly describes the

advances in this research direction.

Liao et al. [49] firstly defined the axioms of distance and

similarity measures for HFLTSs. They revealed the rela-

tionship between the distance measure dðh1S; h2SÞ and the

similarity measure qðh1S; h2SÞ, which is

qðh1S; h2SÞ ¼ 1� dðh1S; h2SÞ ð2:19Þ
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Based on the axioms, Liao et al. [49] introduced a family of

distance measures between HFLTSs, including the Ham-

ming distances, the Euclidean distances, the generalized

distances, the generalized Hausdorff distances, the hybrid

distances, the weighted distances, the ordered weighted

distances, the continuous weighted distances, etc. All these

distance measures are based on the algebra distance mea-

sures. Furthermore, Liao and Xu [47] defined a sort of

cosine distance and similarity measures and their weighted

forms from the geometric point of view. Observing that

Liao et al. [49] failed to take into account the different

numbers of values in HFLTSs, Tan et al. [88] proposed

some new distance measures between HFLTSs by includ-

ing the hesitant degrees of HFLTSs. After introducing the

methods to construct the distance measures between

HFLTSs, Zhao et al. [148] investigated the properties of

different distance measures and then applied the distance

measures to solve the MCDM problems.

Beg and Rashid [2] defined the distance between two

HFLEs directly by the subscripts of the envelopes associ-

ated to the HFLEs. For two HFLEs h1S and h2S, whose

envelopes are env h1S
� �

¼ ½s1p; s1q� and env h2S
� �

¼ ½s2p; s2q�,
respectively, their distance is defined as:

d h1S; h
2
S

� �
¼ jq2 � q1j þ jp2 � p1j ð2:20Þ

After that, Wang et al. [100] extended the above Hamming

distance to the Euclidean distance form.

Relying on the subscripts of HFLEs, Zhu and Xu [153]

gave a formula to calculate the distance between two

HFLEs. Based on this formula, Xu et al. [120] developed

the hesitant fuzzy linguistic weighted distance (HFLWD)

operator and the hesitant fuzzy linguistic order weighted

distance (HFLOWD) operator, and then investigated their

properties according to the different values of the param-

eters. Meng and Chen [67] also defined a distance measure

based on the subscripts of the HFLEs, and then developed

some weighted distance measures, including the general-

ized hesitant fuzzy linguistic weighted distance

(GHFLWD) measure and the generalized hesitant fuzzy

linguistic additive Shapley weighted distance

(GHFLASWD) measure. Garcı́a-Lapresta and PérezRomán

[20] defined the geodesic distance between HFLTSs and

then proposed an agglomerative hierarchical clustering

process based on the geodesic distance-based consensus

measure.

Huang and Yang [30] defined another distance measure

between HFLEs as the average value of the pairwise dis-

tance matrix Dðh1S; h2SÞ given by Eq. (2.15), that is,

d h1S; h
2
S

� �
¼ 1

L1 	 L2

XL1

i¼1

XL2

j¼1

dij ð2:21Þ

Based on the intersection and connected union of

HFLTSs, Montserrat-Adell et al. [72] developed a lattice

structure of HFLTS and then introduced two distance

measures for GDM with HFLTSs. Similar to Montserrat-

Adell et al. [72]’s idea, Dong et al. [13] also introduced a

simple formula to calculate the number of different lin-

guistic terms between two HFLE h1S and h1S, where

d h1S; h
2
S

� �
¼ lh1

S
[h2

S
� lh1

S
\h2

S
ð2:22Þ

Based on the linguistic scale function, Wang et al. [97]

introduced the hesitant directional Hausdorff distance and

the generalized hesitant directional Hausdorff distance

between HFLEs.

Based on Eq. (2.17), Lee and Chen [37] defined the

degree of similarity simðh1S; h2SÞ between two HFLEs as:

simðh1S; h2SÞ ¼ 1� jpðh1S � SÞ � pðh2S � SÞj ð2:23Þ

where S is the given LTS.

Based on the union and intersection of HFLTSs, Hesa-

mian and Shams [29] introduced a similarity measure

between HFLTSs and investigated its properties.

Correlation measures are another type of measures to

identify the relationships between different variables [42].

Liao et al. [51] proposed a sort of correlation measures of

HFLTSs from the information energy point of view.

Entropy measures identify the degree of fuzziness and

uncertainty of a set. After giving the properties of entropy

measures of HFLTSs, Farhadinia [18] introduced some

entropy measures based on the systematic transformation

from the distance and similarity measures between

HFLTSs, and also proposed some new entropy measures

for HFLTSs on the basis of the existing entropy measures.

Gou et al. [25] proposed some entropy and cross-entropy

measures for HFLTSs based on the equivalent transfor-

mation function between HFS and HFLTS. They also

investigated the relationships between the entropy mea-

sures and the similarity measures of HFLTSs.

3 Extensions of the HFLTS

Since the HFLTS was introduced in 2012, many scholars

have proposed quite a lot of extended forms related to the

hesitant linguistic model. This section tries to demonstrate

these extensions in details and justifies their differences.
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3.1 EHFLTS (HFLS-I) & MHFLTS

In GDM problems, each individual may hesitate among

different linguistic terms when evaluating candidate alter-

natives. By directly combining all possible linguistic terms

together in a set, Wang [93] extended the HFLTS to the so-

called extended HFLTS (EHFLTS). It is observed that

Zhang and Wu [146] also proposed the same concept as the

EHFLTS, but they named it as the hesitant fuzzy linguistic

set (HFLS-I. Here we add ‘‘I’’ after the ‘‘HFLS’’ to dis-

tinguish it from the same name of ‘‘HFLS’’ that was pro-

posed by Lin et al. [52] in Definition 3.11).

Definition 3.1 [93, 146] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; sgg be a LTS

and X be a reference set. An EHFLTS (HFLS-I) on X is a

function HE
S and

HE
S ¼ f\x; hES ðxÞ[ jx 2 Xg ð3:1Þ

where hES ðxÞ is an ordered subset of some linguistic terms

of S, represented as hES ðxÞ ¼ fsajsa 2 Sg.

Remark 3.1 We should note that even though the

EHFLTS (HFLS-I) reduces to the HFLTS when the

included linguistic terms are consecutive, the EHFLTS

(HFLS-I) is totally different from the HFLTS in terms of

their physical meanings. The EHFLTS (HFLS-I) does not

make any sense to represent an individual’s cognition if the

terms are not consecutive. The EHFLTS (HFLS-I) does not

provide linguistic expressions similar to the common lan-

guage but only can be used to handle multiple linguistic

terms given by different experts [82]. Anyway, as we can

see, the results of the operations over the HFLTSs are

sometimes not consecutive anymore and they reduce to the

EHFLTS (HFLS-I). That is to say, the EHFLTS (HFLS-I)

can be used as an aiding tool in the calculation process of

HFLTSs, which is just in analogous to the relationship

between LTS and virtual LTS [124]. Strictly speaking, the

EHFLTS (HFLS-I) cannot be taken as an extension of

HFLTSs, but be a concept combining the ideas of HFS and

LTS.

Zhang and Wu [146] introduced the score function of

the HFLS-I to compare the HFLS-Is and then defined the

operations of the HFLS-Is. Wei et al. [110] defined some

operations and distance measures over the EHFLTSs.

Afterward, Wei et al. [106] defined two entropy measures

of the EHFLTSs. Wang and Xu [95] discussed the total

orders of the EHFLTSs.

It is observed that some scholars [98, 99] introduced the

concept of multi-HFLTS (MHFLTS) in which hES ðxÞ is a

multi-subset of S. The operations on MHFLTSs are quite

similar to those of EHFLTSs. The main difference between

the MHFLTS and the EHFLTS is the former permits

repeated linguistic terms for each linguistic variable. Wang

et al. [96] introduced the likelihood function of MHFLTEs.

3.2 HFULS-I & IVHFLTS

Besides the HFLS-I, Zhang and Wu [146] also defined the

hesitant fuzzy uncertain linguistic set (HFULS-I. Here we

add ‘‘I’’ after the ‘‘HFULS’’ to distinguish it from the same

name of ‘‘HFULS’’ that was proposed by Li et al. [39] in

Definition 3.14).

Definition 3.2 [146] Let X be a reference set and S be a

LTS. A HFULS-I on X is in terms of a function ~H, and

~H ¼ f\x; ~hSðxÞ[ jx 2 Xg ð3:2Þ

where ~hSðxÞ is characterized by a set of some uncertain

linguistic variables in S. For convenience, we call ~hSðxÞ the
hesitant fuzzy uncertain linguistic element (HFULE-I).

The HFULS-I can be taken as the interval-valued form

of HFLS-I. For example, ~hS ¼ f½s5; s6�; ½s4; s6�; ½s1; s3�g is a

HFULE. The operations on HFULE-Is can be found in

Ref. [146].

In analogous, Zhu and Xu [153] introduced the interval-

valued HFLTS (IVHFLTS) by assigning the interval-val-

ued linguistic terms to the HFLTS. Later, Liang et al. [45]

redefined the IVHFLTS as follows:

Definition 3.3 [45, 153] Let �S ¼ fstjt 2 ½� s; s�g be a

LTS. An IVHFLTS is defined as ~H �S ¼ f\x; ~h�SðxÞ[ jx 2
Xg where ~h�SðxÞ= f~s/l

jl ¼ 1; 2; . . .; Lg, where ~s/l
¼

½ s/l

� �u
; s/l

� �v� is an interval-valued linguistic term satis-

fying s/l

� �u
; s/l

� �v2 �S, and s/l

� �u � s/l

� �v
.

Remark 3.2 Since an uncertain linguistic variable is in

fact an interval-valued linguistic term, the HFULS-I is

somehow equivalent to the IVHFLTS; however, there is

still a slight difference between the HFULS-I and the

IVHFLTS. The HFULS-I is defined on the LTS S, while

the IVHFLTS is defined on the extended LTS �S. That is to

say, the IVHFLTS is much more general than the HFULS-

I. For example, ~h�S ¼ f½s0:5; s1:5�; ½s1; s2:5�; ½s2; s3:5�g is an

interval-valued HFLE (IVHFLE) but not a HFULE-I, while

the HFULE-I ~hS given above is also an IVHFLE.

3.3 DHHFLTS

It is observed that the traditional LTS is composed by

single or simple linguistic terms. These terms cannot be

utilized to represent some complex or detailed linguistic

preferences such as ‘‘a little fast,’’ ‘‘90% high’’ and so

forth. To describe the vagueness clearly, Gou et al. [23]

defined the double hierarchy LTS (DHLTS).
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Definition 3.4 [23] Let S ¼ fstjt ¼ � s; . . .; 0; � � � ; sg and

O ¼ fokjk ¼ �n; . . .; 0; � � � ; ng be the first and second

hierarchy LTSs, respectively, and they are fully indepen-

dent. A DHLTS, SO, is defined as:

SO ¼ fst\ok [ jt ¼ � s; . . .; 0; . . .; s; k ¼ �n; . . .; 0; . . .; ng
ð3:3Þ

where ok represents the second hierarchy linguistic term in

case the first hierarchy linguistic term is st. st\ok [ is called

the double hierarchy linguistic term (DHLT).

Motivated by the HFLTS, if someone hesitates among

several DHLTs, then we can introduce the double hierarchy

HFLTS (DHHFLTS).

Definition 3.5 [23] Let SO be a DHLTS. A DHHFLTS on

the reference set X, HSO , is defined as:

HSO ¼ f\x; hSOðxÞ[ jx 2 Xg ð3:4Þ

where hSOðxÞ ¼ fs/l\oul [
ðxÞjs/l\oul [

2 SO; l ¼ 1; 2; . . .;

L;/l 2 f� s; . . .; 0; � � � ; sg;ul 2 f�n; . . .; 0; . . .; ngg is a

set of continuous values in SO, denoting the possible

degrees of the linguistic variable x to SO.

Gou et al. [23] further proposed some operations on

DHHFLTSs.

3.4 LDA, PDHFLTS, PHFLTS and PLTS

The HFLTS and the EHFLTS (HFLS-I) provide the possible

linguistic terms of a given objective; however, they do not

give the support degree of each linguistic term. Thus, some

scholars have extended the HFLTS by adding another

parameter to describe the intensities of the possible linguistic

terms. Below we illustrate these extensions one by one.

3.4.1 LDA

Zhang et al. [142] introduced the concept of linguistic

distribution assessment (LDA).

Definition 3.6 [142] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; sgg be a LTS,

and bk be the symbolic proportion of sk, where sk 2
S; bk � 0; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .; g and

Pg
k¼0 bk ¼ 1. The assessment

m ¼ f\sk; bk [ jk ¼ 0; 1; . . .; gg is called a LDA of S.

The expectation of m is defined as EðmÞ ¼
Pg

k¼0 bksk.
For the LDAs m1 and m2, if Eðm1Þ[Eðm2Þ, then

m1 [m2.

3.4.2 PDHFLTS

Assuming that each linguistic term in the HFLE has equal

possibility, Wu and Xu [119] introduced the concept of

possibility distribution for HFLTS (PDHFLTS).

Definition 3.7 [119] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; sgg be a LTS,

hS ¼ fsL; sLþ1; � � � ; sUg be a HFLE. The possibility distri-

bution for hS is represented by P ¼ fp0; p1; . . .; pl; . . .; pgg,
where pl is given by the following:

pl ¼
0 l ¼ 0; 1; . . .; L� 1

1=ðU � Lþ 1Þ l ¼ l; lþ 1; . . .;U

0; l ¼ U; . . .; g

8
><

>:
ð3:5Þ

and pl denotes the possibility of the linguistic term sl, such

that
Pg

l¼0 pl ¼ 1 and 0� pl � 1 (l ¼ 0; 1; . . .; g).

Remark 3.3 It is pointed out that the prevalent charac-

teristic of the PDHFLTS is that each linguistic term

included has equal possibility. From this point of view, the

PDHFLTS is in fact the HFLTS but with a different form.

It does not add more information than the original HFLTS.

To further enhance this point, Chen et al. [9] proposed

different methods to generate the possibility distribution

for the PDHFLTS, for example, by using the normal dis-

tribution, the exponential distribution and their inverse

forms.

3.4.3 PHFLTS

Based on Definitions 3.6 and 3.7, Chen et al. [8] proposed

the concept of proportional HFLTS (PHFLTS).

Definition 3.8 [8] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; sgg be a LTS, hkS
(k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n) be n HFLEs given by an expert group. A

PHFLTS formed by the union of hkS (k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n),

namely, PHS
, is a set of ordered finite proportional lin-

guistic pairs:

PHS
¼ fðsi; piÞjsi 2 S; i ¼ 0; 1; . . .; gg

where P ¼ ðp0; p1; . . .; pgÞT is a proportional vector and pi
denotes the possibility that the alternative carries an

assessment value si provided by the expert group, such thatPg
i¼0 pi ¼ 1 and 0� pi � 1 (i ¼ 0; 1; . . .; g).

Remark 3.4 As we can see, the PHFLTS can be taken as

the union of HFLEs and it can be used in the GDM context.

If individuals furnish their assessments by HFLEs, then the

group assessment can be taken as a PHFLTS.

Remark 3.5 Compared with these extensions, the HFLTS

is used to represent an expert’s hesitancy among several

possible terms for a linguistic variable; the EHFLTS is

used to represent a group of experts’ collective opinions;

the PHFLTS can be used either by an individual or a group

of experts.

After proposing the PHFLTS, Chen et al. [8] then

introduced some operation laws over the PHFLTSs.
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3.4.4 PLTS

Pang et al. [75] defined the probabilistic linguistic term set

(PLTS), which is quite similar to the PHFLTS.

Definition 3.9 [75] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; sgg be a LTS. A

PLTS is defined as

LðpÞ ¼fLðkÞðpðkÞÞjLðkÞ 2 S; pðkÞ � 0; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .;#LðpÞ;
X#LðpÞ

k¼1

pðkÞ � 1g

ð3:6Þ

where LðkÞðpðkÞÞ is the linguistic term LðkÞ with the proba-

bility pðkÞ, and #LðpÞ is the number of all different terms in

L(p).

Remark 3.6 Comparing Definitions 3.8 and 3.9, we can

find that the only difference between the PHFLTS and the

PLTS is that the combination of the possibilities is ‘‘¼ 1’’

or ‘‘� 1’’.

Pang et al. [75] further proposed some operations,

comparison schemes and aggregation operators for PLTSs.

Some novel comparison methods for PLTSs can be found

in Ref. [1]. Afterward, Zhai et al. [138] defined the prob-

abilistic linguistic vector-term sets (PLVTSs) as a vector

formula of PLTS, which considers not only the score but

also the change degree of each linguistic term. Some

operations of the PLVTSs were also introduced for calcu-

lation and application.

3.5 LHFS & LIHFS

Since the HFLTS cannot reflect the possible membership

degrees of each linguistic term and the LDA requires to

give crisp proportion value for each linguistic term, com-

bining the HFS and the HFLTS, Meng et al. [68] developed

the concept of linguistic HFS (LHFS), which presents the

possible linguistic terms for a linguistic variable and also

gives the possible membership degrees of each linguistic

term.

Definition 3.10 [68] Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; sgg be a LTS. A

LHFS in S is a set that when applied to the linguistic terms

of S it returns a subset of S with several values in [0, 1],

denoted by LH ¼ f s/l
; lh s/l

� �
js/l

2 S
� �

g, where lh s/l

� �
¼

fr1; r2; . . .; rml
g is a set with ml values in [0, 1] denoting the

possible membership degrees of the element s/l
2 S to the

set LH.

One example of the LHFS is given as LH ¼ f s1; 0:1;ð
0:2Þ; s2; 0:4; 0:5ð Þ; s3; 0:3; 0:4ð Þg, which implies that the

DM hesitates to give the value 0.1 or 0.2 for the linguistic

term s1, the value 0.4 or 0.5 for the linguistic term s2, and

the value 0.3 or 0.4 for the linguistic term s3.

Remark 3.7 The LHFS is different from the LDA as the

possible membership degrees come from the hesitancy and

ambiguity of the DM’s cognition, while the proportion in

LDA is given as percentage values raising from the DM’s

self-belief. In addition, the LHFS contains a set of possible

membership values for each linguistic term, while the LDA

only has one value for each linguistic term. We should also

note that if the membership degrees of each linguistic term

reduce to 1, then the LHFS reduces to a HFLE.

If lh s/l

� �
is represented by several intervals, then the

linguistic interval HFS (LIHFS) is obtained. Meng et al.

[69] gave the comparison method and operations over the

LIHFSs.

3.6 HFLS-II & IVHFLS & HIFLS (HILFS

or LHIFS) & DHFLS & DHFTLS & HFULS-II

Strictly speaking, the information representation forms

described in this subsection do not belong to the extensions

of HFLTS, because there is only one linguistic term or one

linguistic interval in each form for an object.

3.6.1 HFLS-II

It is observed that Lin et al. [52] introduced the concept of

hesitant fuzzy linguistic set (HFLS-II. Here we add ‘‘II’’

after the ‘‘HFLS’’ to distinguish it from the same name of

‘‘HFLS’’ that was proposed by Zhang and Wu [146] in

Definition 3.1), which can be taken as the combination of

LTS and HFS.

Definition 3.11 [52] Let S be a LTS and X be a fixed set.

A HFLS-II on X is a set

HF ¼ f\x; shðxÞ; hSðxÞ[ jx 2 X; shðxÞ 2 Sg ð3:7Þ

where hSðxÞ is a set of finite numbers in [0, 1], denoting the

possible membership degrees that x belongs to shðxÞ.

Remark 3.8 We should note that the LHFS and the

HFLS-II are quite different concepts. The LHFS can be

taken as the extension of HFLTS, but HFLS-II is just a

simple extension of LTS with possible intensities of each

terms. For example, A ¼ f\x1; s1; f0:1; 0:2g[ ;\x2; s3;

f0:4; 0:6g[ g is a HFLS-II, representing the possible

membership degrees to which x1 belongs to s1 and the

possible membership degrees to which x2 belongs to s3. For

detailed comparison between LHFS and HFLS-II, please

refer to Ref. [115].
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Lin et al. [52] gave the operations of the HFLS-IIs, and

then Wu et al. [115] proposed some new operations to

overcome the limitations of those in Lin et al. [52].

3.6.2 IVHFLS

In addition, Wang et al. [101] introduced the interval-val-

ued HFLS (IVHFLS):

Definition 3.12 [101] Let X be a reference set and S be a

LTS. An IVHFLS is in mathematical form as

IVHF ¼ f\x; shðxÞ; ~hSðxÞ[ jx 2 X; shðxÞ 2 Sg ð3:8Þ

where the possible membership degrees that x belongs to

shðxÞ are represented by a set of intervals belonging to

[0, 1].

After giving the definition of IVHFLS, Wang et al. [101]

further introduced the operations and comparison rule for

the IVHFLSs.

3.6.3 HIFLS (HILFS or LHIFS) & HIVIFLS

Observe that in Definition 3.11, hSðxÞ is actually a HFE. If

hSðxÞ is represented by an intuitionistic fuzzy number

[125], then the hesitant intuitionistic fuzzy linguistic set

(HIFLS) is introduced. Liu et al. [58] gave the definition of

HIFLS and some operations on it. Yang et al. [129] named

it as the hesitant intuitionistic linguistic fuzzy set (HILFS),

but the formula is actually the same as that given by Liu

et al. [58]. In addition, Yang et al. [132] named it as lin-

guistic hesitant intuitionistic fuzzy term set (LHIFS).

Rashid et al. [79] also gave the definition of HIFLS and

defined the generalized distance measures between two

HIFLSs.

Furthermore, Yang et al. [133] defined the hesitant

interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy linguistic set (HIFLS)

in which hSðxÞ is a interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy

number.

3.6.4 DHFLS & DHFTLS & IVDHFLS

Yang and Ju [128] introduced the dual HFLS (DHFLS):

Definition 3.13 [128] Let S be a LTS and X be a fixed set.

A DHFLS on X is a set

DHF ¼ f\x; shðxÞ; hSðxÞ; gSðxÞ[ jx 2 X; shðxÞ 2 Sg
ð3:9Þ

where hSðxÞ and gSðxÞ are two sets of finite numbers in

[0, 1], denoting the possible membership degrees and

nonmembership degrees that x belongs to shðxÞ, respec-

tively, with the conditions:

0� c; f� 1; 0� cþ; fþ � 1

where c 2 hSðxÞ, f 2 gSðxÞ, cþ ¼ maxc2hSðxÞ c and fþ ¼
maxf2gSðxÞ f for all X. For convenience, \sh; hS; gS [ is

called a dual hesitant fuzzy linguistic element (DHFLE).

Yang and Ju [128] gave some operations and compar-

ison method for the DHFLEs. An example of DHFLS is

DHF ¼ fdhf1; dhf2g, where dhf1 ¼ \s1; f0:3; 0:6g; f0:2;
0:4g[ and dhf2 ¼ \s4; f0:6; 0:7g; f0:1; 0:2g[ are two

DHFLEs.

Moreover, if shðxÞ is replaced by the triangular linguistic

variable ½shðxÞ; spðxÞ; svðxÞ�, then the dual hesitant fuzzy tri-

angular linguistic set (DHFTLS) is obtained [33]. If hSðxÞ
and gSðxÞ are represented by intervals, then the interval-

valued dual hesitant fuzzy linguistic set (IVDHFLS) is

determined [113]. Both Wei et al. [113] and Qi et al. [78]

introduced the definition of IVDHFLS and gave some

operations on IVDHFLSs.

3.6.5 HFULS-II & HFULZN & HIFULS & DHFULS &

IVHFULS

Moreover, Li et al. [39] defined the hesitant fuzzy uncertain

linguistic set (HFULS-II. Here we add ‘‘II’’ after the

‘‘HFULS’’ to distinguish it from the same name of ‘‘HFULS’’

that was proposed by Zhang and Wu [146] in Definition 3.2).

Definition 3.14 [39] Let X be fixed and ~S be an uncertain

LTS. A HFULS-II is in mathematical form as

HFU ¼ f\x; ~shðxÞ; h~SðxÞ[ jx 2 X; ~shðxÞ 2 ~Sg ð3:10Þ

where h~SðxÞ is a set of possible membership degrees of x to

the uncertain linguistic term ~shðxÞ ¼ ½sLhðxÞ; sUhðxÞ�.

When sLhðxÞ ¼ sUhðxÞ ¼ shðxÞ, then the HFULS-II reduces to

the HFLS-II. Li et al. [39] further introduced some oper-

ations and comparison method for the HFULS-IIs. Note

that Peng and Wang [77] introduced the concept of hesitant

uncertain linguistic Z-number (HFLZN), which is equiva-

lent to the HFULS-II even though the originalities of them

are a little different.

Given that h~SðxÞ is actually a HFS, if it is represented by

the intuitionistic fuzzy set, then the hesitant intuitionistic

fuzzy uncertain linguistic set (HIFULS) is defined [58]. Lu

and Wei [62] defined the dual hesitant fuzzy uncertain

linguistic term set (DHFULTS) in which h~SðxÞ in Defini-

tion 3.14 is replaced by two membership functions. It is

noted that the HIFULS is slightly different from the

DHFULTS. If h~SðxÞ in Definition 3.14 is replaced by

interval-valued HFS, then the interval-valued HFULS

(IVHFULS) is obtained [59, 111].
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3.7 HFLRS

To represent the linguistic information efficiently, Zhang

et al. [140] introduced the hesitant fuzzy linguistic rough

set (HFLRS).

Definition 3.15 [140] Let S be a LTS and X, Y be two

fixed set, H 2 HFLR X 	 Yð Þ be a HFL relation. The pair

(X, Y, H) is a HFL approximation space. For any

A 2 HFLðYÞ, the lower and upper approximations of A

with respect to (X, Y, H) are HFLTSs, shown respectively

as:

HðAÞ ¼f\x; hHðAÞðxÞ[ jx 2 Xg; ð3:11Þ

HðAÞ ¼f\x; hHðAÞðxÞ[ jx 2 Xg; ð3:12Þ

where

hHðAÞðxÞ ¼ ^y2YhHcðx; yÞ _ hAðyÞ;
hHðAÞðxÞ ¼ _y2YhHðx; yÞ ^ hAðyÞ:

The pair ðHðAÞ;HðAÞÞ is called the HFLRS over two

universes of A associated to the HFL relation H with HðAÞ
and HðAÞ being the lower and upper HFL rough approxi-

mations and represented as HFLTSs.

Zhang et al. [140] further investigated the properties of

HFLRSs.

4 Multiple Criteria Decision Making
with HFLTSs

MCDM is a very important research issue in the field of

decision analysis. For a MCDM problem, there are m

alternatives A ¼ fa1; a2; . . .; amg, which are evaluated over

n criteria C ¼ fc1; c2; . . .; cng whose weights are repre-

sented as w ¼ fw1;w2; . . .;wng with wj � 0 (j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;

n), and
Pn

j¼1 wj ¼ 1. The assessments of each alternative

are represented by linguistic expressions, which then can

be transformed to the HFLEs based on the transformation

function given as Definition 2.5.

As we can see, quite a lot of MCDM methods have been

extended to the HFL context. Basically, the MCDM

approaches include two categories, i.e., the multi-attribute

value theory (MAVT) and the outranking methods. This

section mainly reviews these distinct MCDM approaches

with HFLEs.

4.1 Multi-attribute Value Theory

MAVT is characterized by weighting the criteria and

evaluating alternatives with respect to criteria, and then

obtaining the ranking by calculating the weights and

alternative assessments. Basically, we can roughly divide

the methods related to MAVT into the following subtypes:

4.1.1 Hesitant Fuzzy Linguistic Aggregation Operator

Based Methods

Rodrı́guez et al. [83] pointed out that the MCDM model

with HFLTSs consists three phases, which are (1) the

transformation phase, (2) the aggregation phase and (3) the

exploitation phase. For the phase (1), all the linguistic

expressions can be transformed to the HFLEs based on the

context-free grammar and the transformation function EGH
.

For the phase (2), many scholars have proposed many

different aggregation operators. While for the phase (3), the

comparison schemes (see Sect. 2.4) can be used to rank the

alternatives. As we can see, in this kind of MCDM model,

the aggregation operators play a very important role and

many scholars have engaged in this research direction.

Thus, below we review the latest achievements related to

hesitant fuzzy aggregation operators.

(1) Aggregation operators for HFLEs

To get the main information of an alternative, motivated by

the pessimistic and optimistic rules, Rodrı́guez et al. [83]

introduced the min_upper and max_lower operators as an

aggregation method and finally obtained a linguistic

interval for each alternative. The interval comparison law

was used to exploit the final ranking in their method.

Considering the pessimistic attitude and the optimistic

attitude of the decision makers, Chen and Hong [7] pro-

posed a MCDM method to aggregate the fuzzy sets in each

HFLTS to a fuzzy set and then used a-cut operations to get

intervals for each alternative. The likelihood method was

used to rank the priorities between the obtained intervals to

get the ranking of the alternatives.

Based on the convex combination of two linguistic

terms, Wei et al. [109] introduced the convex combination

of two HFLEs, based on which, the hesitant fuzzy lin-

guistic weighted averaging (HFLWA) operator and the

hesitant fuzzy linguistic ordered weighted averaging

(HFLOWA) operator were proposed. They then applied

these two operators to MCDM and GDM, respectively.

Zhang and Wu [146] introduced some aggregation

operators for HFLTSs, such as the hesitant fuzzy linguistic

averaging (HFLA) operator and the hesitant fuzzy lin-

guistic geometric (HFLG) operator. Gou et al. [26] devel-

oped some hesitant fuzzy linguistic Bonferroni means

operators based on the equivalent transformation functions

between HFS and HFLTS.

Based on the likelihood-based comparison relation

between each HFLE and the given LTS S defined as

Eq. (2.17), Lee and Chen [37] introduced the HFLWA,

HFLWG, HFOWA and HFLOWG operators for the
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HFLEs. Based on these aggregation operators, they then

developed some algorithms for MCDM and GDM with

HFLEs.

Based on the proposed numerical scale model, Dong

et al. [14] introduced the hesitant linguistic weighted

aggregation (HLWA) operator and the hesitant linguistic

ordered weighted aggregation (HLOWA) operator to fuse

the hesitant fuzzy unbalanced linguistic information.

(2) Aggregation operators for the extensions of HFLEs

Scholars have also proposed some aggregation operators

for the extensions of HFLTSs.

After giving the extension principle to export the

operators on LTSs to EHFLTSs, Wang [93] introduced

some aggregation operators for EHFLTSs. Zhang and Wu

[146] developed a family of aggregation operators for the

HFLS-Is, including the hesitant fuzzy linguistic weighted

averaging (HFLWA) operator, the hesitant fuzzy linguis-

tic weighted geometric (HFLWG) operator, and their

ordered weighted forms, generalized forms and induced

forms. They also investigated the aggregation operators

for the HFULSs. Wang and Xu [95] developed the OWA

operator for EHFLTSs based on the total orders of

EHFLTSs.

Wei and Liao [107] introduced the MHTWA operator,

the MHTOWA operator, and the MHTWOWA operator to

aggregate the H2TSs.

Zhang et al. [142] developed the WA and OWA oper-

ators for the LDAs. Chen et al. [8] proposed the PHFLWA

operator and the PHFLOWA operator to aggregate the

PHFLTSs. Wu and Xu [119] introduced the HFLWA and

HFLOWA operators for PDHFLTSs.

After introducing the operations of LHFSs, Meng et al.

[68] further proposed some aggregation operators for

LHFSs, including the generalized linguistic hesitant fuzzy

hybrid weighted averaging (GLHFHWA) operator, the

generalized linguistic hesitant fuzzy hybrid geometric

mean (GLHFHGM) operator, the generalized linguistic

hesitant fuzzy hybrid Shapley weighted averaging

(GLHFHSWA) operator, the generalized linguistic hesitant

fuzzy hybrid Shapley geometric mean (GLHFHSGM)

operator, etc. Later, Yu et al. [136] improved the operations

of LHFSs and introduced some Heronian aggregation

operators for the LHFSs. Meng et al. [69] introduced some

aggregation operators for LHFSs based on additive mea-

sures and fuzzy measures. Zhu et al. [154] developed some

power aggregation operators for LHFSs and studied their

properties.

For the HFLS-IIs, Lin et al. [52] proposed the weighted

average operator, the ordered weighted average operator

and the hybrid average operator. Wu et al. [115] further

introduced some generalized prioritized aggregation oper-

ators for HFLS-IIs and then proposed a MCDM method

based on these operators. Liu [53] developed the hesitant

fuzzy linguistic Bonferroni mean (HFLBM) operator and

hesitant fuzzy linguistic weighted Bonferroni mean

(HFLWBM) operator for HFLS-IIs, while Gu et al. [27]

proposed the hesitant fuzzy linguistic geometric Bonferroni

mean (HFLGBM) operator and hesitant fuzzy linguistic

weighted geometric Bonferroni mean (HFLWGBM) oper-

ator for HFLS-IIs. Wang and Li [104] developed the HFL

Einstein Bonferroni mean operator for HFLS-IIs. Wei et al.

[112] proposed the HFLWA, HFLOWA, HFLHA operators

for HFLS-IIs and the DHFLWA, DHFLOWA, DHFLHA,

DHFLWG, DHFLOWG, DHFLHG operators for DHFLSs.

To show the interrelationships among the given values, Yu

et al. [135] developed two harmonic averaging operators

for HFLS-IIs, which are the HFL Maclaurin symmetric

mean and the HFL weighted Maclaurin symmetric mean

operator.

Wang et al. [101] proposed some prioritized aggregation

operators for the IVHFLSs and discussed their properties.

Zhang et al. [143] developed two Choquet integral aggre-

gation operators and two generalized Shapley Choquet

integral aggregation operators for IVHFLSs. Li et al. [39]

proposed some geometric aggregation operators for the

HFULS-IIs. Afterward, Huo and Zhou [31] proposed the

hesitant fuzzy uncertain linguistic correlated aggregation

(HFULCA) operator and hesitant fuzzy uncertain linguistic

correlated geometric (HFULCG) operator for the HFULS-

IIs. Zheng [150] developed the hesitant fuzzy uncertain

linguistic power weighted average (HFULPWA) operator.

Later, Zhao et al. [149] proposed the hesitant fuzzy

uncertain linguistic power weighted geometric

(HFULPWG) operator. Jin and Liao [32] also investigated

the HFULPWA and HFULPWG operators. Luo et al. [63]

defined the induced correlated geometric operator for

HFULS-IIs. Peng and Wang [77] proposed some power

aggregation operators for HULZNs. Yang and Ju [128]

introduced some geometric aggregation operators and

some prioritized aggregation operators for the DHFLEs.

Liu et al. [58] developed some aggregation operators for

HIFLSs and HIFULSs.

Wei et al. [113] proposed the IVDHFLWA operator, the

IVDHFLOWA operator and the IVDHFLHA operator for

the IVDHFLSs. Wei et al. [114] also proposed some geo-

metric operator for the IVDHFLSs. Qi et al. [78] developed

some generalized power aggregation operators for

IVDHFLSs.

Yang et al. [129] also investigated the aggregation

operators for HILFSs (the same as HIFLSs). Yang et al.

[132] proposed some generalized hybrid aggregation

operators for the LHIFSs (the same as HIFLSs and

HILFSs). Yang et al. [131] further introduced some Cho-

quet aggregation operators for LHIFSs. Yang et al. [133]

developed some generalized aggregation operators for the
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HIVIFLSs. Ju et al. [33] developed some geometric

aggregation operators for the DHTFLSs and used them for

MCDM. Liu et al. [59] introduced some generalized

aggregation operators for the IVHFULSs. Wei [111] also

proposed some aggregation operators for IVHFULSs,

including the IVHFULWA, IVHFULOWA, IVHFULHA,

IVHFULWG, IVHFULOWG, IVHFULHG, IVHFULCG,

induced IVHFULOWA, induced IVHFULOWG, induced

IVHFULCA, induced IVHFULCG, IVHFUL prioritized

average, IVHFUL prioritized geometric, IVHFUL power

weighted average, and IVHFUL power weighted geometric

operators. Lu and Wei [62] gave some aggregation oper-

ators for the DHFULTSs.

4.1.2 Hierarchical Hesitant Fuzzy Linguistic Model

Yavuz et al. [134] proposed a hierarchical hesitant fuzzy

linguistic model to handle the MCDM problem with

HFLEs. In this method, the HFLEs are transformed into the

envelopes and then a vector of intervals of collective

preferences for the alternatives is obtained and then ranked

by the preference degree of intervals. From this point of

view, this hierarchical hesitant fuzzy linguistic model is

indeed very simple and easy to be understood, which is

quite different from the traditional AHP model.

Recently, Tüysüz and Şimşek [91] also tried to use the

HFL-AHP method to solve a performance evaluation

problem. However, their method is also very simple and far

away from the traditional AHP framework. After con-

structing a set of HFLPRs, they directly obtained the pes-

simistic and optimistic collective preference relations in the

form of 2 tuple linguistic forms, without any aggregation

process. Then, the interval utility of each alternative was

obtained irrationally. The alternatives were ranked

according to the so-called midpoints of the intervals, which

also makes the method not convincing. Thus, this method

cannot be taken as regular HFL-AHP method given that it

does not conduct any work on consistency checking, con-

sistency improving and prioritization processes.

Garcı́a-Lapresta and PérezRomán [20] proposed an

agglomerative hierarchical clustering process for the

problem in which the agents evaluate the alternatives by

linguistic terms or HFLTS and then applied this method to

the field experiment to assess five fruits’ suitability to

combine with dark chocolate.

4.1.3 HFL-TOPSIS & HFL-VIKOR & HFL-

MULTIMOORA

Beg and Rashid [2] introduced a hesitant fuzzy linguistic

TOPSIS (HFL-TOPSIS) method for MCDM with HFLEs

based on the distance measure between the envelopes of

HFLEs. After giving a family of distance and similar

measures, Liao et al. [49] proposed a satisfaction degree-

based method to solve the hesitant fuzzy linguistic MCDM

problems. This method is a little similar to the HFL-TOPSIS

method proposed by Beg and Rashid [2], but the distance

measures they used are quite different. Liao et al. [50, 141]

further investigated theHFL-VIKORmethod for theMCDM

problems in which the criteria are conflicting with each other

and no optimal solutions exist but only compromise solu-

tions. Later, Liao andXu [47] proposed some cosine distance

measures ofHFLTSs and then investigated theHFL-TOPSIS

and HFL-VIKOR methods based on these cosine distance

measures. After developing aweight determiningmethod, Li

et al. [40] investigated the distance-based HFL-TOPSIS

method for individual research output evaluation. Based on

the introduced distance measures, Tan et al. [88] improved

the HFL-TOPSIS method. Based on the trapezoidal fuzzy

envelope of HFLE, Liu and Rodrı́guez [55] used the HFL-

TOPSIS method to solve the supplier selection problem in

which all the HFLEs were transferred to the envelopes in the

form of trapezoidal fuzzy sets. Farhadinia [18] proposed an

entropy-based method to derive the weights of criteria and

then developed a MCDM algorithm based on the HFL-

VIKOR method.

Wei et al. [110] studied the TOPSIS-based method for

the MCDM problems in which the assessments are given in

EHFLTSs. Beg and Rashid [3] proposed a TOPSIS-based

method for group MCDM problems with H2TLTSs. Pang

et al. [75] developed a TOPSIS-based MCDM method with

PLTSs. Meng and Chen [67] developed a method for multi-

granularity decision making with hesitant fuzzy linguistic

information, and the main idea of this method is similar to

the HFL-TOPSIS method. Ghadikolaed et al. [21] inves-

tigated the extensions of VIKOR method within the context

of EHFLTS based on the comparison laws and distance

measures of EHFLTSs. After introducing some Hausdorff

distance between HFLS-IIs, Wang et al. [102] proposed a

VIKOR based method for MCDM with HFLS-IIs. Dong

et al. [12] extended the VIKOR method to linguistic

hesitant fuzzy sets. Yang et al. [130] introduced the dis-

tance measures between LHIFS and then extended the

TOPSIS and VIKOR methods to accommodate linguistic

hesitant intuitionistic fuzzy information. Gou et al. [23]

calculated the distance between the reference point and

each alternative whose evaluation values are represented

by DHHFLTSs, and then introduced a double hierarchy

hesitant fuzzy linguistic MULTIMOORA (DHHFL-MUL-

TIMOORA) method.

4.1.4 Possibility Degree Matrix-Based Method

Based on the different possibility degree measures given in

Sect. 2.4, we can calculate the possibility degree of the

alternative ai over the alternative ak as:
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pðai; akÞ ¼
Xn

j¼1

pðhijS ; h
kj
S Þxj ð4:1Þ

where pðhijS ; h
kj
S Þ is the possibility degree between the

alternatives ai and ak on the criterion cj and xj is the

weight of the criterion cj. It is proven that pðai; akÞ þ
pðak; aiÞ ¼ 1 [19]. Thus, the matrix ðpðai; akÞÞm	m is a

fuzzy preference relation. Then, we can use some priority

determining methods to derive the ranking of alternatives.

Besides the above method, Gou et al. [25] introduced a

hesitant fuzzy linguistic alternative queuing method, which

is quite similar to the possibility degree matrix-based

method, but the weights of criteria were derived based on

the entropy measures of HFLTSs.

4.1.5 HFL-LINMAP Method

The linear programming technique for multidimensional

analysis of preference (LINMAP) is a widely used MCDM

method which constructs a linear programming based on

the defined consistency and inconsistency indices to derive

the ideal solution and criterion weights. Based on the

introduced hesitant fuzzy linguistic weighted distance

(HFLWD) operator, Xu et al. [121] proposed the HFL-

LINMAP method based on the traditional LINMAP

method. The basic idea of the HFL-LINMAP method

involves the following steps: (1) build the HFL decision

matrix and determine the HFL positive ideal solution

(HFLPIS); (2) get the preferences over the alternatives

from decision makers; (3) calculate the introduced mea-

sures (such as the distance measure, the correlation mea-

sure, etc.) between the HFLPIS and each alternative to

obtain the inconsistency and consistency indices, and then

construct a programming model based on these indices to

derive the weights of criteria; (4) rank the alternatives with

respect to the values of measures. The objective of the

linear programming is to minimize the total hesitant fuzzy

linguistic inconsistency index.

Liu et al. [61] extended the LINMAP method to solve

the group MCDM problems with LHFSs. Liao et al. [43]

investigated the LINMAP method with PLTSs.

4.1.6 Satisfactory-Based Interactive Method

Motivated by Liao and Xu [46]’s work, Da and Xu [11]

proposed a satisfactory-based interactive method for the

HFL-MCDM problems. In this method, the weights of

criteria are completely unknown or partly unknown. We

first define a formula of satisfactory degree of each alter-

native, and then build some optimization models to maxi-

mize the satisfactory degree of each alternative and then

derive the weights of criteria. The ranking of alternatives

can be obtained according to the aggregated values of the

alternatives.

Zhou et al. [151] introduced an evidential reasoning-

based method for MCDM with LHFSs. Sun et al. [87]

proposed a projection-based multi-attributive border

approximation area comparison (MABAC) method with

HFLTSs.

4.2 Outranking Methods

Some scholars have investigated the outranking methods

for the HFL-MCDM problems. The outranking methods

are built based on the binary comparisons which further

lead to the concordance and discordance indices.

4.2.1 HFL-PROMETHEE

Based on Eq. 4.1, the positive outranking flow and the

negative outranking flow of the alternative ai can be cal-

culated as [19]:

wþðaiÞ ¼
1

m� 1

Xm

k¼1
pðai; akÞ

w�ðaiÞ ¼
1

m� 1

Xm

k¼1
pðak; aiÞ

8
><

>:
ð4:2Þ

Then the alternatives can be ranked by the net outranking

flow of the alternatives. Feng et al. [19] developed the

HFL-PROMETHEE method. Later, for the group MCDM

problem whose judgments are represented by HIFLTSs,

Faizi et al. [17] proposed an outranking method to rank the

alternatives based on the net outranking flow index of each

alternative, which is combined by the support function, risk

function and credibility function of HIFLTS.

4.2.2 HFL-TODIM

Motivated by the traditional TODIM method, Wei et al.

[108] introduced the HFL-TODIM method. The main idea

of this method is to compute the dominance degrees

between the alternatives ai and ak by the prospect value

function as shown below:

Hjðai; akÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wjrdðhij; hkjÞPn

j¼1 wjr

s

; 13ðhijÞ[ 13ðhkjÞ

0; 13ðhijÞ ¼ 13ðhkjÞ

� 1

h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð
Xn

j¼1
wjrÞ

dðhij; hkjÞ
wjr

s

; 13ðhijÞ\13ðhkjÞ

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

ð4:3Þ

where dðhij; hkjÞ is a distance measure, denoting the gain of

the alternative ai over ak with respect to the criterion cj if

13ðhijÞ[ 13ðhkjÞ and the loss if 13ðhijÞ\13ðhkjÞ. h denotes
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the attenuation parameter of the losses. wjr is the relative

weight of the criterion cj to the reference criterion cr.

Aggregating all Hjðai; akÞ with respect to all criteria

derives the dominance degree Hðai; akÞ of the alternative ai
over ak, and the overall dominance degree of each alter-

native can be calculated and the ranking of the alternatives

can be derived.

After proposing the likelihood function of MHFLTEs,

Wang et al. [96] extended the TODIM method to the

context that each judgment value is represented in MHFLE.

4.2.3 HFL-ELECTRE

By combining the classical ELECTRE (Elimination et

Choix Traduisant la Réalité, means elimination and choice

that translates reality) I method with the HFLTSs, Wang

et al. [100] introduced the HFL-ELECTRE method and

then applied it to choose the best anti-air information

warfare system. Later, Fahmi et al. [16] also investigated

the HFL-ELECTRE method and they divided it into the

HFLTS operation phase and the ELECTRE I outranking

phase. The main idea of the HFL-ELECTRE method is

illustrated as follows:

Let S ¼ fs0; s1; . . .; sgg be a LTS, and h1S and h2S be two

HFLEs. The degree towhich h1S outranks h
2
S is defined as [100]:

r h1S; h
2
S

� �
¼ 1

L1L2

X

si2h1S;sj2h2S

Pðsi; sjÞ ð4:4Þ

where the binary relation P for si and sj is defined as:

P si; sj
� �

¼
1; if si [ sj

0; if si [ sj

�
ð4:5Þ

(1) If rðh1S; h2SÞ ¼ 1, then h1S strongly dominates h2S, denoted

as h1S [ sh
1
S; (2) If 0� rðh1S; h2SÞ\1, then h1S weakly domi-

nates h2S, denoted as h1S [ wh
1
S; (3) If h1þS ¼ h2þS and

h1�S ¼ h2�S , i.e., h1S ¼ h2S according to Scheme 2.1, then h1S
is indifferent to h2S, denoted as h1S 
 h1S; (4) If none of the

above relations satisfied, then h1S and h2S are incomparable,

denoted as h1S ? h1S.

The concordance index between ai and ak is

cik ¼
X

j2Csðai;akÞ
wj þ

X

j2Cwðai;akÞ
wjrðaij; akjÞ ð4:6Þ

where Csðai; akÞ ¼ fjjaij [ sakjg, Cwðai; akÞ ¼ fjjaij [
wakjg.

The discordance index between ai and ak is

dik ¼
max

j2Dsðai;akÞ[Dsðai;akÞ
wjdðakj; aijÞ

max
j2J

wjdðakj; aijÞ
ð4:7Þ

where Dsðai;akÞ ¼ fjjaij\sakjg, Cwðai;akÞ ¼ fjjaij\wakjg.

The net concordance index is defined as:

ci ¼
Xm

k¼1;k 6¼i

cik þ
Xm

k¼1;k 6¼i

cki ð4:8Þ

The net discordance index is defined as:

di ¼
Xm

k¼1;k 6¼i

dik þ
Xm

k¼1;k 6¼i

dki ð4:9Þ

The net concordance index denotes the degree to which

ai dominates all the other alternatives, while the net dis-

cordance index implies the intensity that ai is inferior to all

the other alternatives. Thus, ci should be as great as pos-

sible, while di should be as small as possible.

Khishtandar et al. [34] slightly modified the final

aggregation process of the above HFL-ELECTRE method

and then used it to assess bioenergy production technolo-

gies. On the basis of the introduced linguistic scale func-

tion and the distance measures, Wang et al. [97] defined

some new versions of formulas of the strong dominance,

weak dominance, indifference and incomparable relation,

and then a different version of the HFL-ELECTRE

outranking method was developed. Rashid et al. [79]

investigated the ELECTRE-based MCDM method in

which the evaluation values are given in HIFLSs.

4.2.4 HFL-QUALIFLEX

Qualitative flexible multiple criteria method (QUALI-

FLEX) is another useful outranking method, which is also

based on the concordance index and the discordance index.

However, different from the ELECTRE method that cal-

culates the concordance index and the discordance index

via the combined weights of different types of criteria, the

QUALIFLEX identifies the concordance index and the

discordance index via the differences between the objective

ranking and the supposed pre-order between the alterna-

tives. Liu et al. [56] extended the QUALIFLEX into the

context of H2TLTS context. Based on the introduced

likelihood preference measure given as Eq. (2.18), Zhou

et al. [89] introduced the HFL-QUALIFLEX method.

According to Scheme 2.8, if the pre-order between two

alternatives ai and ak with respective to the criterion cj is

equal, then we should have Lðhij � hkjÞ ¼ Lðhij �
hkjÞ ¼ 0:5. Thus, for any permutation Pf of the alternatives,

we can use the index I
f
j ðai; akÞ ¼ Lðhij � hkjÞ � 0:5 to

measure the concordance or discordance between the pre-

order of alternatives and the objective ranking derived by

some methods. (1) If I
f
j ðai; akÞ[ 0, then the concordance

exists; (2) If I
f
j ðai; akÞ ¼ 0, then the ex aequo exists; (3) If

I
f
j ðai; akÞ\0, then the discordance exists.
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Based on the above analysis, the weighted concordance/

discordance index between the pre-order of any permuta-

tion Pf and the objective ranking is

If ðai; akÞ ¼
Xn

j¼1

Lðhij � hkjÞ � 0:5
� �

wj ð4:10Þ

Thus, the overall concordance/discordance index for the

permutation Pf is

If ¼
Xn

j¼1

X

ai;ak2A
Lðhij � hkjÞ � 0:5
� �

wj ð4:11Þ

The larger the value of If is, the more reliable of the final

ranking result should be. Thus, the best ranking is obtained

by comparing the value of If for each permutation, i.e.,

I� ¼ maxm!f¼1fIf g.

Remark 4.1 Besides the above four outranking methods

with HFL information, recently, Liao et al. [44] investi-

gated another outranking method, namely the HFL-

ORESTE method. After introducing a knowledge-based

paradigm for comparing HFLTSs, Sellak et al. [86] pro-

posed a novel outranking method.

Remark 4.2 Some scholars investigated the multi-expert

multi-criteria decision-making (MEMCDM) model with

HFLEs. Such type of problems also can be taken as the

group MCDM (GMCDM) problems. Montes et al. [70]

studied this problem with the help of the 2-tuple linguistic

representation model. Different decision matrices were

constructed in HFLEs and then aggregated to a collective

matrix by min upper operator and max lower operator as

well as the arithmetic weighted extended mean. Liu et al.

[61] investigated the GMCDM method with LHFSs based

on the extended LINMAP method. Liao et al. [43] studied

the GMCDM problem based on the PL-LINMAP method.

Wu and Xu [119] studied the GMCDM with PDHFLTSs

by considering the consensus among different decision

makers.

5 Hesitant Fuzzy Linguistic Preference Relation
Theory

When evaluating a set of alternatives X ¼ fx1; x2; . . .; xng,
sometimes, the experts prefer to provide pairwise com-

parison judgments of the alternatives and then construct a

preference relation. The hesitant fuzzy linguistic prefer-

ence relation (HFLPR) has been investigated by many

scholars since it was proposed. This section mainly reviews

the HFLPR in terms of definition, consistency and con-

sensus for GDM.

5.1 Definition of HFLPR

Let S ¼ fstjt ¼ � s; . . .; 0; � � � ;sg be a LTS. Rodrı́guez

et al. [84] firstly introduced the concept of hesitant fuzzy

linguistic preference relation (HFLPR) in which each ele-

ment is originated from the comparative linguistic

expression. After transforming the comparative linguistic

expressions to HFLEs, the HFLPR they proposed was then

represented by the linguistic intervals based on the envel-

ope of each HFLE and some aggregation operators for

linguistic intervals were used for aggregation.

Note that the HFLPR proposed by Rodrı́guez et al. [84]

is not symmetric. Afterward, Liu et al. [54] further

improved the definition of HFLPR based on the traditional

linguistic fuzzy preference relation. The elements pij

(i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n) in the HFLPR P ¼ pij
� �

n	n
they defined

involve the following forms:

1. a single term sl 2 S;

2. the expression ‘‘at least sl,’’ sl 2 S;

3. the expression ‘‘at most sl,’’ sl 2 S;

4. the expression ‘‘between sk and sl,’’ sk\sl, sk; sl 2 S.

All the elements in an HFLPR should satisfy the reciprocal

property, i.e.,

1. pii ¼ s0;

2. If pij ¼ sl, then pji ¼ s�l;

3. If pij ¼ ‘‘at least sl,’’ then pji ¼ ‘‘at most s�l’’;

4. If pij ¼ ‘‘at most sl,’’ then pji ¼ ‘‘at least s�l’’;

5. If pij ¼ ‘‘between sk and sl,’’ then pji ¼ ‘‘between s�l

and s�k.’’

Zhu and Xu [153] defined the HFLPR on S in mathematical

form.

Definition 5.1 [153] A HFLPR H is presented by a

matrix H ¼ ðhijÞn	n � X 	 X, where hij ¼ fs/l
js/l

2 S; l ¼
1; 2; . . .; Lijg (Lij is the number of linguistic terms in bij) is a

HFLE, indicating the hesitant degrees to which xi is pre-

ferred to xj. For all i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n, hij i\jð Þ should satisfy

the following conditions:

h
/l

ij � h
/l

ji ¼ s0; hii ¼ fs0g; Lij ¼ Lji; h
/l

ij \h
/ lþ1ð Þ
ij ; h

/ lþ1ð Þ
ji \h

/l

ji

ð5:1Þ

where h
/l

ij and h
/l

ji are the lth elements in hij and hji,

respectively.

Remark 5.1 The HFLPR defined by Rodrı́guez et al. [84]

is not symmetric with respect to the diagonal, while the

HFLPR introduced by Zhu and Xu [153] is symmetric

regarding to the diagonal. Also note that in Definition 5.1,

the linguistic terms in hij (i\j) are arranged in ascending

order while the linguistic terms in hji (i\j) are arranged in

descending order.
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If all the elements in the HFLPR are extended to the

same length, then this HFLPR is called the normalized

HFLPR (NHFLPR) [153].

Observe that Wang and Xu [94] proposed the extended

HFLPR in which all the elements are represented by

EHFLEs. The addition operation shown as (1) in Definition

2.8 is used for the EHFLPR, while the addition operation

shown as (2) in Definition 2.8 is utilized for the HFLPR.

5.2 Consistency of HFLPR

Consistency related to the transitivity of the opinions over

the objects is a basic property of any preference relations.

Some scholars have studied the consistency of the

NHFLPR.

5.2.1 Additive Consistency

After transforming the HFLTS to the linguistic 2-tuple

form, Liu et al. [54] investigated its additive consistency

based the additive consistency of the traditional linguistic

fuzzy preference relation and then proposed a method to

improve the inconsistent ones. Zhu and Xu [153] gave a

simple definition of additive consistency of a HFLPR as

follows:

Definition 5.2 [153] Given a HFLPR H ¼ ðhijÞn	n and its

corresponding NHFLPR �H ¼ ð�hijÞn	n, if

�h
/ lð Þ
ij ¼ �h

/ lð Þ
ik � �h

/ lð Þ
kj i; j; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ ð5:2Þ

then H ¼ ðhijÞn	n is an additive consistent HFLPR.

Wang and Xu [94] also defined an additive consistency

condition for the EHFLPR as:

hij ffi hik � hkj; i; j; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ ð5:3Þ

where ‘‘ffi’’ denotes that the means of the two HFLEs are

equal. They further pointed out that _H ¼ ð _hijÞn	n is addi-

tive if

_hij ¼
1

n
�n

k¼1 ðhik�kjÞ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n; i 6¼ j

s0; otherwise

8
<

:
ð5:4Þ

Wang and Xu [94] then proposed a method to derive the

reduced linguistic preference relation with the highest

additive consistency from the EHFLPR. The weak con-

sistency of an EHFLPR was also introduced.

Based on the 2 tuple linguistic model and the possibility

distribution defined as Eq. (3.5), Wu and Xu [118] gave the

additive consistency condition of the HFLPR H ¼ ðhijÞn	n

as

DEðhijÞ ¼ DEðhikÞ � DEðhkjÞ; i; j; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ ð5:5Þ

where D is a function that returns the associated linguistic

2-tuples of EðhijÞ and EðhijÞ is the mean of hij.

Based on the distance measure between _H and H, Zhu

and Xu [153] introduced the consistency index of the

HFLPRs H as

CIðHÞ ¼ d _H;H
� �

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

nðn� 1Þ
Xn

i\j

ðdð�_h1ij; �h2ijÞÞ
2

vuut ð5:6Þ

where �hij and _hij are defined as Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4),

respectively. Wu and Xu [118] introduced another consis-

tency index, but their definitions are quite similar to

Eq. (5.6). Based on the consistency index, some inconsis-

tency improving algorithms can be proposed.

5.2.2 Multiplicative Consistency

The additive consistency property sometimes is unreason-

able when we directly add two linguistic terms together

[147]. Thus, the multiplicative consistency of HFLPR was

proposed.

Definition 5.3 [147] Given a HFLPR H ¼ ðhijÞn	n and its

corresponding NHFLPR �H ¼ ð�hijÞn	n, if

I �h
/l

ik

� 	
I �h

/l

kj

� 	
I �h

/l

ji

� 	
¼ I �h

/l

ij

� 	
I �h

/l

jk

� 	
I �h

/l

ki

� 	

i; j; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ
ð5:7Þ

where I �h
/l

ij

� 	
is the subscript of the lth element in �hij, then

H ¼ ðhijÞn	n is an additive consistent HFLPR.

Zhang and Wu [147] defined the distance between two

HFLPRs, based on which, a consistency index of the

HFLPR was proposed:

CIðHÞ ¼ 1� d �H; ~H
� �

ð5:8Þ

Given a threshold value �CI, the acceptable multiplicative

consistent HFLPR satisfies CI Hð Þ� �CI. Zhang and Wu

[147] further proposed an approach to repair the inconsis-

tent HFLPR. The ranking of alternatives was derived by

directly aggregating the HFLEs in their method.

5.3 Consensus and GDM with HFLPRs

Based on the distance formula shown as Eq. (2.22), Dong

et al. [13] defined the consensus level of a DM di.

Definition 5.4 [13] let Ai represent the individual opinion

of di and �A represent the group opinion, then the consensus

level of di is defined as:

CLi ¼ 1� dðAi; �AÞ
lAi[ �A

¼
lAi\ �A

lAi[ �A

ð5:9Þ
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where CLi means the proportion of the same terms between

Ai and �A.

With the above consensus level, Dong et al. [13] then

proposed a two-stage algorithm to get the consensus

reaching suggestions for the HFL-GDM problems, which

can minimize the number of iterations. Zhang et al. [139]

developed a minimum adjustment distance consensus rule

for consensus reaching process of GDM with HFLPRs.

Generally, there are two categories of consensus

measures: One is based on the distances between experts,

and the other is based on the distance between each

individual preference to the collective preference [41].

For the first type, Wu and Xu [118] introduced the

similarity measure between any two HFLTSs based on

the distance between the means of these two HFLTSs;

then some similarity matrices can be constructed to

identify the similarity degrees between any pair of

experts; by aggregating the similarity matrices, the con-

sensus degree of the group of experts can be calculated.

Wu and Xu [118] further provided a feedback mecha-

nism to improve the consensus degree of a group.

Montserrat-Adell et al. [73] defined a collective degree

of consensus and an individual degree of consensus

respectively and then made a comparison over the

existing consensus measures for GDM with HFLPRs.

In addition, Wu and Xu [117] used the HFLWA

operator to fuse the group preference values and then

defined the consensus degree as the total similarity degree

of all individual judgment matrices to the collective

judgment matrix. They then proposed an interactive

consensus reaching model and compared it with that

developed in Ref. [118]. It was found that this model is

less restrictive and doing less rounds of iterations than

that in Ref. [118].

Based on the concept of LDA, Zhang et al. [142]

investigated the consistency and consensus of the distri-

bution linguistic preference relations.

Compatibility is another topic in group decision making

with preference relations. Gou et al. [22] defined some

compatibility measures for HFLPRs and then developed a

method to solve the HFL-GDM problems.

Besides the consistency, consensus and compatibility,

how to derive the priorities of alternatives from the HFLPR

is also an essential research issue. In this regard, Wang and

Gong [103] established the ranking of objects based on

chance-restricted programming.

As an extension of the HFLPR, the consistency and

consensus of the probabilistic linguistic preference rela-

tions (PLPR) have been investigated by many scholars

[144, 145].

6 Applications of the HFLTSs

As a flexible tool in representing people’s qualitative and

subjective cognitions, the HFLTS has gained great success

in practical applications. Table 2 lists the recent application

areas of HFLTS.

From Table 2, we can find that the HFLTS has been

implemented to human resource management, investment

management, supply chain management, business man-

agement, recommender system, healthcare management,

telecommunication management, electrical power systems

management, emergency management, resources manage-

ment and so on. It seems that any evaluation problems with

qualitative assessment information can be solved by the

hesitant fuzzy linguistic decision-making approaches. With

the promotion and development of the research on hesitant

linguistic theory, more and more practical problems can be

solved by this comprehensively qualitative tool.

7 Challenges and Future Research Directions
Over HFLTSs

After the comprehensive review on the advances of hesi-

tant fuzzy linguistic theory, we can summerize the chal-

lenges in this field and some potential research directions in

the coming future, which are highlighted as follows:

1. As we can see, many scholars have introduced

different kinds of extensions of HFLTSs. Even though

some of them are appropriate and reasonable, many

extension forms are far complex and do not have good

applicable potentials. We need to unify some of the

extensions together.

2. It is observed that for different extensions of HFLTSs

and even for the definition of HFLTS itself, the given

LTSs are quite different. Thus, it is challenging for us

to find a unified LTS to act as a standard for the

expert’s evaluation. Meanwhile, as different people

have different cognitions over the given problem, it is

also common that the experts may use different

numbers of linguistic terms, also named as multi-

granular linguistic scales, to evaluate the decision-

making problems. An overview about multi-granular-

ity linguistic decision making can be found in [126].

3. As we can see from Table 1 as well as Sect. 4, there

are many scholars crowed in the direction of hesitant

fuzzy linguistic MCDM. However, more than half of

these scholars were focused on the aggregation meth-

ods of HFLTSs. In addition, it is the truth that all of

these aggregation operators are based on the distinct
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traditional aggregation operators under quantitative

circumstances but hardly take into account the hesitant

fuzzy linguistic characteristics. In other words, most of

the existing aggregation operators are based on the

calculation on subscripts or labels of the HFLEs, but

do not consider the semantics of the hesitant fuzzy

linguistic information deeply. In addition, the existing

aggregation operators do not consider the rationality of

aggregation. For example, it is not convincing to fuse

the heterogeneous information together. From this

point of view, we need to develop more reasonable

aggregation operators for HFLEs.

4. For the MCDM methods, besides the aggregation

operators, some scholars have also proposed different

approaches to handle the HFL-MCDM problems.

However, as we have discussed in this paper, those

proposed methods are just a simple attempt and we still

need to find more reasonable methods. For example,

we need to build a more comprehensive framework of

hierarchical hesitant fuzzy linguistic model. The

evidential reasoning-based method should be further

investigated. In addition, as interactive process is

common and closer to real decision-making process,

more attention should be paid on the interactive

hesitant fuzzy linguistic methods. Even though the

scholars have extended many classical outranking

methods to hesitant fuzzy linguistic environment, there

are still some other outranking methods, such as the

MELCHIOR [36], PRAGMA [65], MAPPACC [65]

and TACTIC [92]. We can further investigate these

methods within the context of HFLEs.

5. Preference relation is a very important tool in aiding

decision-making process. However, as we can see from

Sect. 5, there is not too much work on the hesitant

fuzzy preference relation theory. We are sure that this

direction would be hot along the next several years.

More definitions on different types of consistency of

the HFLPR should be proposed. The inconsistency

improving process, the incomplete reducing process,

the group consensus reaching process are all very good

topics in this research direction.

6. Clustering is a very important process in handling

some complicated decision-making problems with

Table 2 Applications of the HFLTSs

Applications Papers Year

Investment management [2] 2013

[101, 115, 146], 2014

[33, 58, 128]

[67, 120, 132], 2015

[19, 80]

[3, 98, 102, 152] 2016

[63, 75, 118, 121]

[135] 2017

Human resource management [109, 146] 2014

[93, 136, 150] 2015

[8, 69, 88] 2016

[61, 119, 154]

[79] 2017

Enterprise management [129], 2014

[70] 2015

[62, 104, 130] 2016

[112, 149]

[131] 2017

Logistics management [55] 2014

[97, 110] 2015

[16, 69, 96, 114] 2016

[6, 117]

[91] 2017

Healthcare management [51, 107] 2015

[26, 43, 138] 2016

[56, 141]

[1, 24, 25] 2017

ERP system and software selection [39, 52] 2014

[47, 50] 2015

[77, 89, 111] 2016

Energy management [53, 134], 2015

[95] 2016

[34] 2017

Education management [84] 2013

[40] 2015

[32] 2016

Emergency management [27] 2015

[59, 78, 143] 2016

Movie recommender system [49] 2014

[18] 2016

Building construction management [31] 2015

[17] 2017

Telecommunications service selection [108] 2015

[21] 2017

New technology management [68, 100] 2014

[10] 2016

[71] 2017

Table 2 continued

Applications Papers Year

Environment management [23] 2017

Field experiment management [20] 2016

Person-job fit problem [140] 2016

Urban management [11] 2016
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huge amount of alternatives, experts or even criteria

(see the recent large-scale decision-making studies

[60, 74, 116]). Fuzzy clustering has gained great

success over the past several decades. However, as we

can see in Table 1, there is only one paper focused on

the clustering algorithm with HFL information. Thus,

it is for sure that in the future, there would be more and

more scholars engaging in this research direction.

Given that more and more different types of measures

of HFLTSs would be proposed, it is not very tough to

investigate the clustering algorithms with hesitant

fuzzy linguistic information.

7. It is also a very interesting topic to investigate the

hesitant linguistic expressions, including linguistic

modifiers and qualifiers [15].

8 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have made an overview on the state of the

art of the researches on hesitant fuzzy linguistic theory

during the period from 2012 to 2017 based on the selected

134 papers from the well-known database, Web of Sci-

ences. The motivation, definitions and operations have

been clearly summarized. As the comparison methods

between HFLEs are essential for many decision-making

methods, eight different comparison schemes have been

reviewed in-depth. We have summerized the measures of

HFLTSs. We have described all the distinct extensions on

HFLTSs. We have conducted a survey on MCDM with

HFLTSs in terms of aggregation operators and MCDM

methods. We have made an overview on decision making

with HFLPRs. The applications, research challenges and

future directions have also been given.
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